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Abstract: Mid-infrared (MIR) plasmon-phonon features of
heterostructures composing of a plasmonic anisotropic
two-dimensional material (A2DM) on a hexagonal boron
nitride (hBN) film are analyzed. We derive the exact
dispersion relations of plasmon-phonons supported by the
heterostructures and demonstrate the possibility of topo-
logical transitions of these modes within the second Rest-
strahlen band of hBN. The topological transitions lead to
enhanced local density of plasmon-phonon states, which
intensifies the spontaneous emission rate, if the thickness
of the hBN layer is appropriately chosen. We also investi-
gate a lateral junction formed by A2DM/hBN and A2DM,
demonstrating that one can realize asymmetric guiding,
beaming, and unidirectionality of the hybrid guided
modes. Our findings demonstrate potential capabilities of

the A2DM/hBN heterostructures for active tunable light–
matter interactions and asymmetric in-plane polariton
nanophotonics in the MIR range.

Keywords: 2D materials; hexagonal boron nitride; hyper-
bolic; in-plane anisotropy; polaritons; topology.

1 Introduction

The in-plane hyperbolic and elliptic topologies of polaritons
produced by various light–matter interactions have
spawned many interesting phenomena. These include
directional guiding [1–13], nonreciprocal, unidirectional,
and asymmetric guiding [14–17], 2D topological transitions
[4], the enhancement of local density of states [5–7], planar
hyperlensing [6, 8], beaming [9], hyperbolic beam reflection,
refraction, and bending [10, 11], negative refraction [12], and
the super-Coulombic atom–atom interaction [13]. The hy-
perbolic topology of equifrequency contours (EFCs) leads to
the formation of narrow beams, because a wide range of
wavenumbers propagate co-directionally. This contrasts
with themore typical circular EFCsof isotropicmedia,where
different wavenumbers propagate in different directions.

Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) with in-plane hy-
perbolic and elliptic topologies have been realized in
plasmonic metasurfaces composed of silver [1–3] or gra-
phene [4–6]. These metasurfaces are uniaxial structures in
which the signs of the two effective in-plane permittivities
or surface conductivities are either opposite or the same.
An alternative approach to the realization of the in-plane
hyperbolic or elliptic topology is to employ an emerging
class of 2D materials with uniaxially anisotropic electronic
and optical properties [18]. Such anisotropic 2D materials
(A2DMs) includes the groupVmono- andmultilayers, most
notably black phosphorus (BP) [19, 20]. BP is a multilayer
plasmonic A2DM with actively tunable electronic and op-
tical properties [21], and thus has found numerous appli-
cations in optoelectronics and plasmonics [6, 7, 9–11, 22–30].
SPPs confined to plasmonic metasurfaces or A2DMs exhibit a
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hyperbolic or figure-eight-like dispersion. This means that
their EFCs in the 2Dwave vector space are open hyperboloids
or closed figure-eight-like contours [1–13, 14–17].

The flat-land optics of in-plane anisotropic polaritons
can also be realized with phononic metasurfaces, where
photons and optical phonons of polar dielectrics (such as
SiC and hexagonal boron nitride, hBN [31, 32]) are coupled
into phonon polaritons. hBN is a uniaxially anisotropic[εhBN � diag(εt ,  εt ,  εz)] polar Van der Waals (VdW) ma-

terial that shows hyperbolic characteristics inside its
Reststrahlen (RS) bands in the mid-infrared (MIR) region
while acting as a typical anisotropic medium outside of
these bands [33, 34]. As a natural hyperbolic material in
the RS bands, hBN has dielectric constants that are alike
in the basal plane (εt ≡ εx � εy) but have opposite signs
(εxεz < 0) in the normal direction (εz). The RS bands of
hBN are classified according to their hyperbolic regime
as the type-I (εz < 0 and εt > 0 from 780 to 830 cm−1) and
type-II (εz > 0 and εt < 0 from 1370 to 1610 cm−1) bands
[33]. This property allows hBN slabs to support sub-
diffractional volume-confined hyperbolic phonon
polaritons with relatively low losses. Hereafter, the hy-
perbolic phonon polaritons of bare hBN and guided
plasmon-phonon modes of graphene-hBN hetero-
structures inside (outside) of the RS band of hBN are

denoted as HP2s and HP3s (SP3s), respectively [35–38]. As
a result, the phonon polaritons in natural hBN exhibit an
out-of-plane hyperbolic dispersion while their in-plane
dispersion is isotropic. An in-plane anisotropic pho-
nonic response can be achieved in metasurfaces that are
created by lateral structuring of thin layers of isotropic or
anisotropic dielectrics with a high degree of ionicity
such as SiC or hBN [39]. This response is also exhibited
by 2D phononic materials with a natural in-plane
anisotropy such as α-MoO3 [40, 41].

HBN ideally complements A2DM in hybrid struc-
tures, due to its large bandgap (6 eV), high mechanical
strength, high thermal stability, and chemical inertness
[42, 43]. Recently, in-plane anisotropic phonon polar-
itons have been directly observed in a VdW hBN/BP
heterostructure with an undoped BP film as a buffer layer
[44]. It was shown that the highly confined phonon
polaritons of hBN allow one to significantly enhance the
in-plane optical anisotropy along the armchair and
zigzag crystal axes. Indeed, the interplay between the
hyperbolic phonon-polaritons in hBN and that of aniso-
tropic plasmon-polaritons would strongly influence the
character of the hybrid polaritons. However, the exact
dispersion relation of these hybrid guided modes have
not been investigated to-date.

This paper presents the exact dispersion relations for the
guided SP3s and HP3s modes supported by an A2DM/hBN/sub
heterostructure, where “sub” denotes substrate. These re-
lationsare thensimplified to thecaseofanA2DM/substructure
to investigate the effect of substrate on themodal properties of
SPPs supported by the plasmonic A2DM, which are denoted
here as SP2s [35, 37, 38]. We calculate the EFCs, density plots,
and electric field distributions of the guided modes supported
by a suspended A2DM, A2DM/sub, and A2DM/hBN/sub het-
erostructures to analyze how the presence of hBN can lead to
the topological transition of the guidedmodes. This analysis is
followed by the calculation of the spontaneous emission rates
(SERs) of a point source located in the vicinity of theA2DM/sub
and A2DM/hBN/sub systems for different thicknesses of hBN
layer. Finally, we discuss the observation of the induced
asymmetry effects of theguidedmodes supportedbyauniform
A2DM sheet when the A2DM/sub andA2DM/hBN/sub systems
are laterally combined in a double heterostructure. It is shown
that the induced asymmetry leads to asymmetric guiding,
beaming, andunidirectionality of the guidedmodes supported
by the heterostructure.

2 Physical model

Theanalysisof exactdispersion relations is apowerful tool for
the investigation of the modal properties of guided modes
supported by photonic waveguides [45–47]. The dispersion
relation of a free-standing A2DM sheet [Figure 1(a)] is thor-
oughly analyzed while the effect of the substrate, most
notably on hBN due to their widespread use in 2D materials,
has received little attention. We therefore begin our study by
deriving an exact dispersion relation of hybrid modes sup-
portedbyanA2DM/hBN/sub structure [Figure 1(c)]. A simpler
A2DM/sub structure [Figure 1(b)] is also considered as a
special case. It should be noted that, for illustrative purposes,
aBP sheetwithpuckered structure represents theA2DMsheet
in the schematics shown in Figure 1.

As schematically shown in Figure 1(c), an hBN film of
thickness l rests on a substratewith refractive index ns � 1.5
and covered by an A2DM sheet with optical conductivity
σ � diag(σxx,  σyy). Here [10]

σjj � ie2

ω + iη
n
mj

+ sj(Θ(ω − ωj) + i
π
ln 
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ω − ωj

ω + ωj

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣), (1)

n is the concentration of electrons, mj is the effective
mass of electrons along the jth direction, and η is the
relaxation time. This minimal model for a 2D anisotropic
semiconducting medium accounts for both the intraband
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electron transitions (through the first term) and the
interband electron transitions (phenomenologically
described by the step function, Θ); ωj is the frequency of
the onset of interband transitions for the jth component of
the conductivity tensor and sj accounts for the transition
rate. It should be noted that the case of mx ≠my

corresponds to anisotropic response, and the interplay
between the intraband and interband processes and their
anisotropic response is responsible for the observation of
the hyperbolic optical response of A2DM at certain
wavelengths. Here, we consider the following material
parameters:mx � 0.2 m0,my � m0 (m0 is the mass of a free
electron), η � 0.01 eV, ωx � 1 eV, ωy � 0.35 eV, sx � 1.7
s0, sy � 3.7 s0, and s0 � e2/4Z [10]. It should be noted that
the parameters used in Eq. (1) may be fitted in a way that
equation represents experimental results related to BP or
other type of anisotropic semiconducting 2D materials.

Figure 1(d) shows the imaginary part of the xx and yy
components of the optical conductivity of the A2DM for

n � 1014 cm−2 (blue curves) and n � 3 × 1013 cm−2 (red

curves) over the wavelength range from 5  μm (2000  cm−1)
to 8  μm (1250  cm−1) covering the type-II RS band of hBN.
The tuning of electron concentration is typically achieved
experimentally via a back or top gate [21]. According to the
figure, the A2DM acts as a natural hyperbolic material with

σ″
xxσ″

yy < 0 for λ < 6.22 μm when n � 1014 cm−2 and for all λ
from the domainof interest (5 − 8  μm) forn � 3 × 1013 cm−2.

The permittivity tensor of hBN, εhBN � diag(εt ,  εt ,  εz),
is given by

εm � ε∞,m(1 + ω2
LO,m − ω2

TO,m

ω2
TO,m − ω2 − iωΓm

), (2)

wherem � t or z, ε∞, t � 2.95, ε∞, z � 4.87,ωLO, t � 1610  cm−1

(6.21  μm),ωTO, t � 1370  cm−1 (7.3  μm),ωLO, z � 830  cm−1,
ωTO, z � 780  cm−1, Γt � 4  cm−1, and Γz � 5  cm−1 [33].
Hence, hBN is a natural hyperbolic material within its
type-II RS band as shown in Figure 1(e).

In order to derive the dispersion relation of the guided
modes supportedby theA2DM/hBN/sub structure,we take the

electric field to be of the form E(x,  y,  z,  t) � E(z)ei(βxx+βyy−ωt).
Within the hBN layer, E(z) is a linear combination of ordinary
(o) and extraordinary (e) waves, and in the entire structure the
electric field is given by

E(z) �
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ E+e−qa(z−l/2) ; z > l/2

Eo
+e

qoz + E −
o e−qoz + Ee

+e
qez + E −

e e−qez ; |z| < l/2
E−eqs(z+l/2) ; z < −l/2 (3)

where

E± � (E±x,  E±y,   ±
i

qa, s
(βxE±x + βyE±y)), (4a)

Figure 1: [(a)–(c)] Suspended A2DM sheet, A2DM/sub structure, and A2DM/hBN/sub structure; for illustrative purposes, in panels [(a)–(c)] a
BP layer with puckered structure represents the A2DM sheet; (d) and (e) imaginary part of the xx (solid curves) and yy (dashed curves)
components of the optical conductivity tensor of the considered A2DM for n � 1014 cm−2 and n � 3 × 1013 cm−2; (f) real part of the transversal
(blue curve) and z (red curve) components of hBN permittivity where the extra dotted line indicates zero values of the permittivity; shaded
regions in panels (d)–(f) highlight the hyperbolic regions.
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E±
o � E±

o (βy,   − βx,  0), (4b)

E±
e � E±

e ( ∓
iβxqe
εtβ0

,   ∓
iβyqe
εtβ0

,   − β0 −
q2e
εtβ0

), (4c)

and we have introduced the following parameters:

qa �
��������
β2 − εaβ20

√
, qs �

��������
β2 − εsβ20

√
, qo �

��������
β2 − εtβ20

√
,

qe �
����������������
(εt/εz)(k2 − εzβ20)

√
, β2 � β2x + β2y, and β0 � ω/c.

By applying the boundary conditions [48]

{ ẑ × (H1 −H2) � σ̲·E
ẑ × (E1 − E2) � 0

, (5)

and after some algebra, we arrive at the dispersion relation
of the guided plasmon-phonon modes supported by the
A2DM/hBN/sub structure in the form

tan h(qel) � −A/B, (6)

where coefficients A and B are given in the Supporting
Information.

An alternative approach to the analysis of the EFCs of
the guided modes supported by the A2DM/hBN/sub
structure is to employ the transfer matrix method (TMM)
and calculate the transmission of light with different
wavenumbers. The density plot of the transmission coef-
ficient shows which wavenumbers in the EFC are primarily
responsible for the excitation of the guided modes.

In order to calculate the transmission coefficient, we
denote the incident, reflected, and transmitted electric
fields as E+, i, E+, r, and E−, t and re-write Eq. (3) as

E(z) �
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ E+, ieqa((z−l/2) + E+, re−qa(z−l/2); z > l/2

Eo
+e

qoz + E−
o e−qoz + Ee

+e
qez + E−

e e−qez; |z| < l

E−, teqs(z+l/2); z < −l/2 (7)

where

E+, i � (E+x, i,  E+y, i,  
−i
qa
(βxE+x, i + βyE+y, i)), (8a)

E+, r � (E+x, r ,  E+y, r ,  
+i
qa
(βxE+x, r + βyE+y, r)), (8b)

and

E−, t � (E−x, t ,  E−y, t ,  
−i
s
(βxE−x, t + βyE−y, t)) (8c)

By applying the boundary conditions, we arrive at the
following matrix equation:

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ E+x, i
E+y, i
E+x, r
E+x, r

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ � M(E−x, t

E−y, t
), (9)

in which

M � NO−1PQ−1 � ⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝M11 M12

M21 M22

M31 M32

M41 M42

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ (10)

andN,O, P, andQ are thematrices given in the Supporting
Information. From Eqs. (8)–(10) we find

E−x, t � M22E+x, i −M12E+y, i
M11M22 −M12M21

, (11a)

E−y, t � −
M21E+x, i −M11E+y, i
M11M22 −M12M21

, (11b)

and get the transmission coefficient of the A2DM/hBN/sub
structure in the form

T �
∣∣∣∣E−x, t

∣∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣∣E−y, t
∣∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣∣∣βxE−x, t + βyE−y, t

∣∣∣∣∣2/q2s∣∣∣∣E+x, i
∣∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣∣E+y, i

∣∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣∣∣βxE+x, i + βyE+y, i
∣∣∣∣∣2/q2a . (12)

We are also interested in analyzing the effect of the
substrate on the modal characteristics of a single A2DM
sheet. By taking the limits l→ 0 and εt ,  εz → εs in Eq. (6),
we arrive at the dispersion relation of SPPs supported by
the A2DM/sub structure [Figure 1(b)]

A3 + B6 − q2oϵ0εaβ0 � −qaA5, (13)

where A3, A5, and B6 are given in the Supporting
Information.

Setting εs � εa � 1 in the last equation, yields the
following well-known dispersion relation of SPPs of a
suspended A2DM sheet [5–7, 10, 11, 48]:

iqaβ0(σxxσyy + 4ϵ0
μ0

) � 2

��
ϵ0
μ0

√ [β2xσxx + β2yσyy − (σxx + σyy)β20].
(14)
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The transmission-coefficient approach will be used to
analyze the EFCs of the A2DM/sub structure and the sus-
pended A2DM sheet.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Modal characteristics of SPPs
supported by a suspended A2DM

We proceed to investigate the impact of substrate on the
modal properties of A2DM SPPs. In order to study the
properties of surfacemodes inmaterials and structures with
in-plane anisotropy, we analyze EFCs ω(βx,  βy) � const

rather than plasmon dispersion β(ω). The reason is that the
direction of the mode wavefront propagation in anisotropic
systems, defined by wavevector β, does not generally coin-
cide with the direction of energy flow, defined by the group
velocity Vβω(β) [15]. From the property of the gradient

operator it follows that the surface mode in anisotropic ma-
terials carries energy in the directions orthogonal to the EFCs.

The EFCs, density plots, and electric fields associ-
ated with SPPs supported by a suspended A2DM sheet
are shown in Figure 2. The subscripts 1, 2, and 3 of the
letters marking the panels of the figure distinguish be-
tween the results obtained for λ � 5, 6.5, and 8 μm,
respectively (and similar in Figure 3, Figures S2, and S3).

In Figures 2, 3 and Figure S2 the concentration of elec-

trons in the A2DM is 1014 cm−2. Moreover, for all nu-
merical calculations in this paper, the z-polarized
electric dipole is located at x = y = 0, 10 nm away from
surface of the structures and the top-view mode profiles
are calculated at a plane 5 nm way from the structures
surface.

In agreement with Figure 1(d), at 5  μm (2000  cm−1),
σ″
xx � 3.56 × 10−4  S and σ″

yy � −5.22 × 10−5 S, thus∣∣∣∣σ″
xx/σ″

yy
∣∣∣∣ � 6.82 and σ″

xxσ″
yy < 0. In this case, only one

component of the conductivity tensor is of metallic type
and, consequently, A2DM supports SPPs with hyperbolic
topology at this wavelength [Figure 2(a1)]. For the sus-
pended A2DM sheet, the hyperbola’s asymptotes can be
obtained from Eq. (14) by assuming that βx,  βy ≫ β0 and

neglecting the losses [10, 11, 15],

qy∣∣∣∣qx∣∣∣∣ � ±
����∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣σ″

xx

σ″
yy

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
√

. (15)

The density plot of the transmission coefficient of the
suspended A2DM sheet for λ � 5  μm is shown in
Figure 2(b1). A good agreement between the EFC and
the trend of the density plot can be seen. It is also
observed that the wavenumbers that satisfy the

Figure 2: (ai) EFCs, (bi) transmission coefficients, and [(ci)–(ei)] density plots of electric fields associatedwith SPPs supported by a suspended
A2DM sheet [Figure 1(a)] with n � 1014 cm−2; (ci) and (di) are the top-view spatial distributions of Re(Ez) and |Ez |, respectively, and (ei) are the
side-view of the field. The panels denoted by subscripts 1, 2, and 3 correspond to λ � 5 μm, 6.5 μmand 8 μm, respectively; dashed horizontal
line shows the location of the A2DM sheet.
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condition (∣∣∣∣βx∣∣∣∣,  ∣∣∣∣∣βy∣∣∣∣∣) < (65 β0,  125 β0) are mostly respon-

sible for the strong excitation of the SPPs. The top views
of the Re(Ez) and |Ez | field distributions, shown in
Figure 2(c1) and (d1), clearly demonstrate the hyperbolic
directional guiding of the SPPs. More specifically, the
white dashed line in Figure 2(d1) indicates that the SPP
ray travels along the suspended A2DM sheet at an angle
of φ � 24.7° with respect to the x axis. This value is in
good agreement with the one predicted by the asymp-
totic behavior

y
|x| � ±

����∣∣∣∣∣∣∣σ″
yy

σ″
xx

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
√

, (16)

which gives the normals to the asymptotes and thus a good
estimation of the group velocity direction of the SPPs
supported by a suspended A2DM sheet. The angle that the
SPP propagation direction makes with the x axis is seen to
increase as the operation wavelength becomes smaller (for
example, φ � 36.87° for λ � 4 μm). As explained in Section
C of the Supporting Information, this angle can be actively
tuned by changing the concentration of electrons in the
A2DM.

An evenmore interesting scenario arises in the purely

anisotropic regime (i.e., for σ″
xx > 0 and σ″

yy > 0) when one
of the imaginary components of A2DM conductivity tensor

dominates over the other (e. g., σ″
xx ≫ σ″

yy). This regime is
characterized by the support of SPPs with an anisotropic
elliptic or figure-eight-like topology which favors propa-
gation in specific directions. With this topology, A2DM
can canalizemost of the plasmon energy toward the x axis

due to low values of σ″
yy. The first example of the consid-

ered topology for λ � 6.5  μm (σ″
xx ≈ 7.16 σ″

yy) is shown in

Figure 2(a2)–(e2). Due to relatively small σ″
yy, this case is

also called a σ-near-zero regime [6]. The comparison
of Figure 2(a2) and (a1) shows that the change of disper-
sion from hyperbolic to σ-near-zero leads to a
noticeable modification of the EFC. According to
Figure 2(b2), all the wavenumbers in the EFC contour with
(∣∣∣∣βx ∣∣∣∣,  ∣∣∣∣∣βy ∣∣∣∣∣) < (67 β0,  127 β0) correspond to high densities in

the transmission plot.
The top-view profiles of Re(Ez) and |Ez | are shown in

Figure 2(c2) and (d2). The value of φ corresponding to the
dashed white line in the |Ez | profile is 11.86°. In this
instance the group velocity points predominantly along the
directions that make smaller angles with the horizontal
axis as compared to the case of λ � 6.5  μm. Thus, SPPs
carry energy in the form of narrow rays propagating almost
parallel to the x axis [15].

Figure 2(a3)–(e3) correspond to λ � 8  μm when

σ″
xx ≫ σ″

yy but σ″
yy is less smaller than σ″

xx compare to the

previous case (σ″
xx ≈ 3.39 σ″

yy), thus this case is called as
anisotropic regime.Now thematerial is less anisotropic than
for λ � 6.5 μm, and the figure-eight-like shapes appear in
the respective EFC [Figure 2(a3)] and density plot

[Figure 2(b3)]. Notice that since the ratio σ″
xx/σ″

yy is now
smaller than before, the figure-eight-like EFC correspond to
smaller values of βy/β0 [10, 15]. Much like for λ � 6.5  μm, all

the wavenumbers in the EFC contour for λ � 8 μm take high
density values indicating that they all can be involved in the
mode excitation. Moreover, the top-view of the Re(Ez) field
[Figure 2(c3)] suggests that the spatial distribution of the
electric field at this wavelength is significantly modified as
compared to the previous cases. The latter observation is
supported by the |Ez | field distribution in Figure 2(d3). For
the dashed white line, the direction of the group velocity
with respect to the x axis is given by the angleφ � 1.43°. This
value indicates that the SPPs carry energy in the form of
subdiffractional rays propagating along the x axis, which in
the present case is the crystallographic axis of A2DM.

It should be noted that Figures 2(ej), 3(ej), and 4(ej) for
j � 1,  2,  3 show Re(Ez(x,  z)) in the plane y � 0. As dis-
cussed earlier, SPPs of an A2DM sheet propagate in the x
and y directions with hyperbolic, σ-near-zero, and aniso-
tropic dispersions. The side-view mode profiles in panels
(ej) allow one to estimate the strengths of the SPPs locali-
zation in the structure in all these cases.

We note that the effect of an underlying trivial sub-
strate is minimal, and we defer their analysis to the
Supporting Information. Hereinafter, the SPPs of the
suspended A2DM sheet and the A2DM/sub structure are
simply denoted as SP2s.

3.2 Hybrid guided modes supported by an
A2DM/hBN/substrate heterostructure

Besides being compatible with an A2DM, hBN has a very
useful phononic property in the MIR range— it behaves as
a natural hyperbolic material within its RS bands and as a
uniaxially anisotropic dielectric with low-losses outside of
them [33–39]. In this sectionwe analyze anA2DM/hBN/sub
heterostructure [Figure 1(c)] which is more functional than
the suspended A2DM sheet and the A2DM/sub structure
considered earlier. The comparison of shaded regions in
Figure 1(e) and (f) shows that the wavelength domain from
5 to 8 µm contains both hyperbolic regions of the A2DM

with n � 3 × 1013  cm−2 and the type-II RS band of hBN.
Note that these hyperbolic regions of A2DMand hBNdo not
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overlap for n � 1014 cm−2, as seen from Figure 1(d) and (f).
In the following calculations thickness of the hBN film, l, is
taken as it is assumed that 20  nm unless stated otherwise.

It is well-known that once hBN is combined with a 2D
plasmonicmaterial such as graphene that supports SPPs or
SP2s, the resulting structure supports hybrid plasmon-
phonon modes which are combinations of SP2s and HP2s
and may be referred to as SP3s and HP3s outside of the RS
band and inside this band, respectively [35, 37, 38]. Herewe
use the same notations for the modes supported by our
structure. The EFC diagram and the transmission coeffi-
cient associated with the A2DM/hBN/sub heterostructure
at λ � 5 μm are shown in Figure 3(a1) and (b1). The
dispersion of SP2s supported by the suspended A2DM sheet
(solid blue curve) and the A2DM/sub structure (solid red
curve) are also shown for reference. One can see that when
hBN acts as a uniaxially anisotropic dielectric, the SP3s
dispersion is almost the same as the dispersion of SP2s in
the A2DM/sub heterostructure. Similarly, the wave-
numbers that are mostly involved in the excitation of the
mode satisfy the condition (∣∣∣∣βx ∣∣∣∣,  ∣∣∣∣∣βy ∣∣∣∣∣) < (80 β0,  120 β0).

The analysis of EFCs at other wavelengths shows that
when hBN is used as a buffer layer, the guided plasmon-
phonons possess modal features that are typical for the
modes supported by the A2DM/sub structure at wave-
lengths below the edge wavelength of the type-II RS band

of hBN, λ ≤ 6.2  μm (as explained below, topological tran-
sitions occur for the guided modes within the type-II RS
band of hBN). This claim is supported by the observation
from the Re(Ez) field distribution [Figure 3(c1)] that the SP

3

mode travels in the plane of the A2DM sheet with a profile
similar to the one shown in Figure S2(c1). In particular, in
agreement with Figure S2(a1), the angle of ray propagation
with respect to the x axis, φ � 25.64°, calculated from the
dashedwhite line in Figure 3(d1), is exactly the same as that
for the A2DM/sub structure. The comparison of |Ez | in
Figure 3(d1) and Figure S2(d1) also shows that for λ � 5  μm
the SP3 mode propagates along the A2DM/hBN/sub heter-
ostructure as far as the SP2 mode along the A2DM/sub
structure, which means that the decay lengths in both
cases are almost the same.

The topological features of HP3s within the type-II RS
band of hBN at λ � 6.5 μm differ significantly from the
features of SP2s in the suspended A2DM sheet and the
A2DM/sub structure. The EFC of the guided mode at this
wavelength [Figure 3(a2)] is a mixture of the figure-eight-
like dispersion of the A2DM SP2s and elliptic/circular
dispersion of the hBN HP2s; therefore, we label it as HP3.
The density plot in Figure 3(b2) shows that all the wave-
numbers in the EFC diagram are responsible for the exci-
tation of the guided mode. This point was observed in the
density plots of SP2s of the suspended A2DM sheet

Figure 3: (ai) EFCs, (bi) transmission coefficients, and [(ci)–(ei)] density plots of electric field associated with the guided modes supported by
the A2DM/hBN/sub structure [Figure 1(c)] with n � 1014 cm−2. The meaning of panels (ci)–(ei) is the same as in Figure 2. Black curves in (ai) are
the guidedmodes of the A2DM/hBN/sub structure whereas blue and red curves correspond to the SP2s of the suspended A2DM sheet and the
A2DM/sub structure, respectively. Dotted horizontal line in (ei) shows the interface between the hBN layer and the substrate.
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[Figure 2(b3)] at λ � 8  μm, confirming the change in the
topology of the HP3 mode in the type-II RS band due to the
presence of hBN. In fact, the topology of HP3 is anisotropic
(not σ-near-zero) at this wavelength. This is further evi-
denced by the fact that Re(Ez) and |Ez | of the HP3 mode at
λ � 6.5  μm [Figure 3(c2) and (d2)] resemble similar field
distributions of the suspended A2DM sheet SP2s at
λ � 8  μm. Besides, the angle of ray propagation with
respect to the x axis calculated from Figure 3(d2),φ � 1.38°,
is very close to the value 1.43° found from Figure 2(d3).

More investigations reveal that at the lower boundary
of the type-II RS band, λ � 6.2 μm, the dispersion topology
of the guided mode supported by the A2DM/hBN/sub
structure is σ-near-zero, similar to the one of the A2DM SP2

at 6.5 μm [Figure 2(a2)–(e2)]. At the boundary frequency,
the SP3s of the A2DM/hBN/sub structure are characterized
byφ � 11.86°, which is the same as for the suspendedA2DM
sheet SP2s at λ � 6.5  μm.

Similarly, at other wavelengths outside of the type-II
RS band of hBN, e. g., λ � 8  μm, the topology of the SP3

mode of the A2DM/hBN/sub structure differs from the to-
pologies of the SP2 modes of the suspended A2DM sheet
and the A2DM/sub structure. From Figure 3(a3) it is seen
that the EFC of the SP3 mode (black curve) is different from
the EFCs of SP2s of the suspended A2DM sheet (blue curve)
and the A2DM/sub structure (red curve) but resembles the
red curves in Figure S2(a2). It can therefore be concluded
that the SP3s of the A2DM/hBN/sub structure at λ � 8  μm
have a σ-near-zero topology. The density plot [Figure 3(b3)]
shows that in this case all the wavenumbers in the EFC are
involved in the mode excitation. The comparison of
Figure 3(c3) with Figure S2(c3) (anisotropic topology) and
Figure S2(c2) (σ-near-zero topology) gives further evidence
that the dispersion topology of the SP3s of the A2DM/hBN/
sub structure at λ � 8  μm is predominantly σ-near-zero
rather than anisotropic. The direction of energy propaga-
tion corresponding to the white dashed line in Figure 3(d3)
is given by the angle φ � 14.57°, which coincides with the
value obtained from Figure 2(d2) and confirms the same
topology of the modes.

The performed analysis shows that the presence of

hBN in the case of n � 1014 cm−2 leads to: (i) a change in the
dispersion topology of the modes within the type-II RS
band and outside of it for λ > 7.3  μm; (ii) the appearance of
themodal features of the SP2s of the suspendedA2DM sheet
and the A2DM/sub structure [c.f. Figures 2, 3, and
Figure S2]; and (iii) the support of HP3 modes inside the
type-II RS band of hBN that possess the features of both the
SP2s of A2DM and the HP2s of hBN. These findings may
enhance the interaction of A2DM/hBN heterostructures

with light and improve their performance in asymmetric
guiding, beaming, and unidirectional propagation, as will
be discussed in the next section.

3.3 Light–matter interaction, asymmetric
guiding, beaming, and
unidirectionality

As the Purcell effect explains [49], when an excited emitter
— e. g., an atom,molecule, or quantumdot— is placed near
a system that supports photonic modes, its lifetime
changes as compared to the emission in free space. The
strength of this effect, determined by the ratio of the quality
factor to the volume of the available photonic modes,
can be characterized by the spontaneous emission rate
(SER) [50]

SER � P
P0

� 1 + 6π
β0

μ
→
p∣∣∣∣∣μ→p

∣∣∣∣∣ · Im[ ¯̄Gs( r→0,   r
→
0,  ω)] · μ→p, (17)

where P and P0 are the powers generated by the emitter
with and without the structure, μ

→
p and r

→
0 define the

orientation and position of the emitter, and ¯̄Gs( r→0,   r
→
0,  ω)

is the scattering term of the Green function of the system.
Owing to the support of subwavelength mode volumes

by nanophotonic structures (e.g., by graphene-based
structures), the light–matter interaction and thus the SER
in their vicinity are enhanced. It has been reported that BP
[7] and hBN [36] exhibit high SERs for materials with in-
plane and out-of-plane hyperbolic dispersions. The
enhancement in spontaneous emission of a quantum
emitter is observed due to the considerable increase in the
local density of states (LDOS) which is a result of the sup-
port of high-β modes by hyperbolic materials. Much like
graphene, which is an isotropic 2D plasmonic material [51,
52], BP can also considerably enhance spontaneous emis-
sion of a quantum emitter outside of its hyperbolic region
due to the support of surface plasmons [7].

Figure 4 illustrates the impact of an hBN buffer layer
between the A2DM sheet and the substrate on the SER of a
z-oriented point dipole located 10 nm above the A2DM
sheet. Solid blue and red spectra are the SERs of the emitter

for n � 3 × 1013   cm−2 and 1014 cm−2, respectively. The
lower electron densities are seen to result in higher SERs.
The black dash-dotted spectra show that the SER of the
source placed above the hBN/sub structure is consider-
ably enhanced inside the type-II RS band of hBN, due to
the excitation of the HP2 modes (hyperbolic phonon
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polaritons). The presence of a 20-nm-thick hBN layer in the
A2DM/hBN/sub structure is seen to decrease the SER of the
source for both values of the electron density [c.f. the
dashed and solid spectra in Figure 4(a)]. The increase of the
hBN layer thickness to 100 nm considerably enhances the
SER, as evidenced by the comparison of the dashed spectra
in the two panels. For this thickness the SERs in the vicinity
of the A2DM/hBN/sub structure are comparable to or even
higher than the SERs near the A2DM/sub structure.
Therefore, in case broadband enhancement of sponta-
neous emission is concerned, the thickness of the hBN
layer is an important parameter. This broadband
enhancement may not be achieved by graphene/hBN het-
erostructures [36]. Consequently, as far as, both enhanced
light–matter interactions and guiding functionalities are
concerned, A2DM/hBN/sub heterostructure can be a better
candidate than the A2DM/sub structure.

Using a uniform graphene sheet modulated by a
closely located corrugated ground plane [8], a patterned
graphene sheet or a patterned BP layer [4, 5, 9], one can
obtain a uniaxially anisotropic surface conductivity i.e.,
metasurface. This uniaxially anisotropic conductivity en-
ables the realization of hyperlensing [4, 5, 8] and canali-
zation [9] regimes. The hyperlensing regime allows
transferring subwavelength images from a source point to
an image point without diffraction while canalization
makes possible diffractionless beaming of single sub-
wavelength-scale confined rays. Similar functionalities
have been reported in the visible range for periodicmetallic
gratings [12, 13]. It is also known that gapped Dirac mate-
rials such as bilayer graphene and transition metal
dichalcogenides behave as chiral optical media under the
illumination with circularly polarized light [14]. For these
materials SP2s are reciprocal while the edgemodes are non-
reciprocal. The nonreciprocal behavior becomes more
pronounced with the increase of the off-diagonal compo-
nent of the conductivity tensor of the material [14, 15].

Consider a double heterostructure composed of an
A2DM/sub structure for x < 0 and an A2DM/hBN/sub
structure for x > 0,which is shown at the top of Figure 5. The
A2DM sheet covers the entire heterostructure and is located
on a 20-nm-thick hBN layer. The two point dipoles exciting
the heterostructure are separated by distance d and located
in plane x � 0 (white dashed line) above the A2DM sheet.

The electric field distributions plotted in Figure 5 for
different wavelengths and electron densities in A2DM
illustrate how the hBN buffer layer leads to the asymmetry
in the excitation of the modes. This effect enables asym-
metric guiding, beaming, and unidirectionality of the
guided modes supported by a uniform sheet of A2DM. The
field distributions are shown for the most illustrative
wavelengths and two electron concentrations. The mode
profiles in Figure 5(a1)–(e1) agree well with the mode pro-
files in Figure 3 for x > 0 and in Figuree S2 for x < 0. It is
seen from Figure 5(a1) that at λ � 5 μm the mode profiles on
both sides of the white dashed line are similar, featuring
hyperbolic rays that show symmetric guiding in the A2DM/
hBN/sub and A2DM/sub structures.

From the mode profiles in Figure 5(b1) one can see that
the topology of the guided modes in both parts of the
heterostructure is σ-near-zero. At this wavelength, SP2

modes are supported by the A2DM/sub structure and HP3

modes are supported by the A2DM/hBN/sub structure.
Therefore, the guided modes traveling in the plane of the
A2DM sheet at λ � 6.4  μm are asymmetric with respect to
plane x � 0. This asymmetry, caused by the presence of the
hBN layer for x > 0, will be referred to as the asymmetric
guiding of the modes. A similar asymmetric guiding can be
observed for the modes of a truncated chiral 2D material
[14, 15].

The asymmetric guiding becomes more pronounced
for λ � 6.6  μm [Figure 5(c1)]. At this wavelength the SP2

guided mode travels in the region x < 0 with the σ-near-
zero topology while the anisotropic HP3 mode in the region

Figure 4: SERs of quantum emitter located
10 nm above A2DM/sub structure (solid
curves) and A2DM/hBN/sub structure
(dashed curves) with 20- and 100-nm-thick
hBN layers for n � 3 × 1013 cm−2 (blue
curves) and n � 1014 cm−2 (red curves).
Dash-dotted curves show SERs of emitter
above similar hBN/sub structures; dotted
vertical lines mark the boundaries of the
type-II RS band of hBN.
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x > 0 exhibits strong beaming in the +x direction. A similar
effect can be observed for a pair of different adjacent 2D
anisotropic media [9].

Themost extreme asymmetry in the propagation of the
two modes is illustrated for λ � 7  μm by Figure 5(d1). One
can see that the propagation of the HP3 mode in this case is
blocked for x > 0, whereas the SP2 mode can still unidi-
rectionally propagate in the region x < 0. The unidir-
ectionality of propagation can be also observed for a
uniform sheet of A2DM excited by an appropriately driven
elliptically polarized electric dipole [16, 17]. The effect of
asymmetric guiding is also present in Figure 5(e1), because
the dispersion topologies of the SP3 and SP2 modes propa-
gating for x > 0 and x < 0, respectively, are the same as in
Figure 5(c1).

The same conclusions regarding the asymmetric
guiding, beaming, and unidirectionality can be drawn
from the mode profiles in Figure 5(a2)–(e2). In this case a
special consideration should be given to the symmetric
edge mode of the uniform A2DM sheet that is confined to
the y axis [white dashed line in Figure 5(c2)]. The symmetric
edge modes are usually confined to the truncated edge of
an A2DM, e. g., a truncated layer of BP [15, 28] or graphene-
based heterostructures [53, 54]. However, Figure 5(c2) gives
strong evidence that the edge modes with symmetric fea-
tures can be supported by a uniform A2DM sheet of the

considered double heterostructure as well. It is worth
mentioning that in addition to the in-plane nanophotonics
applications, similar to the graphene-based structures [55–
57], metasurfaces and metamaterials based on A2DMs can
also find practical applications. However, their in-
vestigations is out of the scope of this study.

4 Conclusion

Wehave analyzed theMIR features of hybrid guidedmodes
supported by suspended sheet of A2DM, A2DM/sub, and
A2DM/hBN/sub structures. The analysis of analytically
derived exact dispersion relations was complemented by
numerical simulations. We discovered that hybridization
of the modes of the A2DM and hBN modes in the A2DM/
hBN/sub heterostructure can lead to topological transi-
tions for the hybrid modes inside the type-II RS band of
hBN. These topological transitions enhance the guiding
properties of the A2DM/hBN/sub heterostructure as
compared to the A2DM/sub structure. It was shown that at
the lateral interface of the A2DM/hBN/sub and the A2DM/
sub structures, theirs hybrid modes feature asymmetric
guiding, beaming, and unidirectional excitation upon their
propagation along the A2DM sheet. We also demonstrated
that, for appropriately taken thickness of the hBN layer, the

Figure 5: (top) Double heterostructure composed of A2DM/sub structure for x < 0, A2DM/hBN/sub structure with l � 20 nm for x > 0, and a
uniform A2DM sheet on top of them, and (bottom) density plots of electric field |E | at different wavelengths for [(a1)–(e1)] n � 1014 cm−2 and
[(a2)–(e2)] n � 3 × 1013 cm−2. A pair of z-oriented electric dipoles (red arrows) are 30 nm apart and 10 nm above the A2DM sheet. Vertical
dashed lines show the boundary between the A2DM/sub and A2DM/hBN/sub structures.
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SER values of a point source placed close to the surface of
the A2DM/hBN/sub heterostructure can be as large as
those of the A2DM/sub structure. This feature –which is a
consequence of the support of the hybrid modes and the
commensurate increase in the local density of the pho-
tonic states – makes A2DM/hBN/sub heterostructure ad-
vantageous for both guiding and light–matter interaction
purposes. The designed structures may explore the
tunable functions of light–matter interactions in the MIR
range and asymmetric in-plane anisotropic polariton
nanophotonics.
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